ABSTRACT

Mediation analysis is a statistical technique for investigating the extent to which a mediating variable transmits the effect of an independent variable to a dependent variable. Because it is used in many fields, there have been rapid developments in statistical mediation. The most cutting-edge statistical mediation analysis focuses on the causal interpretation of mediated effects. Causal inference is particularly challenging in mediation analysis because of the difficulty of randomizing subjects to levels of the mediator. The focus of this paper is on updating three existing SAS® macros (%TWOWAVEMED, %TWOWAVEMONTECARLO, and %TWOWAVEPOSTPOWER, presented at SAS® Global Forum 2017) in two important ways. First, the macros are updated to incorporate new cutting-edge methods for estimating longitudinal mediated effects from the Potential Outcomes Framework for causal inference. The two new methods are inverse-propensity weighting, an application of propensity scores, and sequential G-estimation. The causal inference methods are revolutionary because they frame the estimation of mediated effects in terms of differences in potential outcomes, which align more naturally with how researchers think about causal inference. Second, the macros are updated to estimate mediated effects across three waves of data. The combination of these new causal inference methods and three waves of data enable researchers to test how causal mediated effects develop and maintain over time.

INTRODUCTION

Statistical mediation analysis is a common statistical technique used in marketing research, social sciences, epidemiology, and other related fields because it allows researchers to investigate how and through what mechanism two variables are related (MacKinnon, 2008). For example, mediation analysis was used to determine that self-regulatory depletion (e.g., feeling tired) leads to an increased probability of purchasing a product through its effect on increasing product-attitude certainty (i.e., how certain consumers either liked or disliked a product) (Wan, Rucker, Tormala, & Clarkson, 2010). Mediation analysis is also central to the understanding of the effects of interventions to reduce substance use behavior (Larimer et al., 2007; MacKinnon et al., 2001; West & Aiken, 1997; Witkiewitz & Bowen, 2010). Despite the advantage of investigating mechanisms of theoretical relations, it is difficult to make cause-and-effect inferences when using mediation analysis without either the use of longitudinal measurements of the mediating and outcome variables, or adjustment for potential common causes of the mediating and outcome variables (i.e., confounders), or both (Bullock, Green, & Ha, 2010; Imai, Keele, Tingley, & Yamamoto, 2011; MacKinnon, 2008; MacKinnon & Pirlott, 2015; Robins & Greenland, 1992). This paper focuses on statistical methods for mediation analysis that make use of both longitudinal measurements of the mediating and outcome variables as well as applies revolutionary causal inference methods for confounder adjustment from the potential outcomes framework. The causal inference methods are revolutionary because they frame the estimation of mediated effects in terms of differences in potential outcomes, which align more naturally with how researchers think about causal inference. This paper focuses on the widely-used randomized groups research design with pre-test and multiple post-tests that allows researchers to use longitudinal data and cutting-edge potential outcomes framework methods to make cause-and-effect inferences in a mediation analysis.

SINGLE MEDIATOR MODEL

Statistical mediation is a type of analysis that allows researchers to test indirect effects of an independent variable on a dependent variable through the independent variable’s effect on the mediating variable (Lazarsfeld, 1955; MacKinnon, 2008; MacKinnon & Dwyer, 1993; Sobel 1990). A mediating variable is a type of third variable that can explain the relation between two variables. When the third variable is...
Conceptualized in a causal sequence between two other variables, it is called a mediator (James & Brett, 1984; MacKinnon, 2008). Statistical mediation is represented by three linear regression equations. Equation 1 represents the total effect of $X$ on $Y$ ($c$ coefficient), Equation 2 represents the effect of $X$ on $M$ ($a$ coefficient), and Equation 3 represents the effect of $X$ on $Y$ adjusted for $M$ ($c'$ coefficient) and the effect of $M$ on $Y$ adjusted for $X$ ($b$ coefficient). Computing the product of $a$ and $b$ linear regression coefficients from Equation 2 and Equation 3, respectively, represents the mediated effect of $X$ on $Y$ through $M$ ($ab$) (See Figure 1A).

Equation 1: $Y = i_1 + cX + e_1$
Equation 2: $M = i_2 + aX + e_2$
Equation 3: $Y = i_3 + c'X + bM + e_3$

The mediated effect is not generally interpretable as a causal effect because even if subjects are randomized to levels of the independent variable, $X$, subjects are not simultaneously randomized to levels of the mediator, $M$, therefore the mediator to outcome relation may be biased because of unmeasured confounders (Bullock, Green, & Ha, 2010; Imai, et al., 2011; MacKinnon, 2008; MacKinnon & Pirlott, 2015; Robins & Greenland, 1992). The potential outcomes framework for causal inference (Holland, 1986, 1988, Rubin, 1974) has clarified the assumptions necessary for causal interpretation of mediated effects (Robins & Greenland, 1992; Imai, Keele, Tingley, 2010; Pearl 2001, 2009, 2014; VanderWeele & Vansteelandt, 2009). One way to strengthen the causal inference regarding mediating processes is through longitudinal studies of the mediator – outcome relation which provide evidence of temporal precedence of the mediator to outcome relation which have provided important insights into confounder adjustment for causal mediated effect estimation. A simple longitudinal experimental design that can help provide evidence of temporal precedence and be used in conjunction with confounder adjustment methods from the potential outcomes framework is the pretest-posttest control group design with multiple posttest follow-up waves.

**Figure 1.** Single Mediator model

**THREE-WAVE LONGITUDINAL MEDIATION MODEL**

Assuming $X$ represents an experimental manipulation in a randomized experiment, evidence of the temporal order $M$ and $Y$ can be established with repeated measurements of $M$ and $Y$ over time, or longitudinal data (Gollob & Reichardt, 1991). Data is collected on $M$ and $Y$ before units are randomized to
levels of $X$ which we will call pretest measures ($M_1$ and $Y_1$). Units are randomized to levels of $X$ and then subsequent measures of the $M$ and $Y$ are collected which we will call posttest measures ($M_2$ and $Y_2$ etc.). To determine whether $M$ precedes $Y$ or $Y$ precedes $M$, at least two posttest measures of $M$ and $Y$ are needed assuming correct timing of the mediating process has been observed (Cole & Maxwell, 2003; Collins & Graham, 2002; Gollob & Reichardt, 1991; MacKinnon, 2008; Reichardt, 2011). Figure 2 is an example of a longitudinal extension of the equations presented for the single mediator model with randomized intervention, $X$, pretest measures of the mediator and outcome, $M_1$ and $Y_1$, and posttest measures of the mediator and outcome, $M_2$ and $Y_2$, and $M_3$ and $Y_3$.

![Figure 2. Three wave Mediation model](image)

Equations 4 – 7 (Valente, 2018) represent the regression equations for the longitudinal mediation model assuming the mediator and outcome variables are continuous variables.

\[ M_2 = i_{m2} + a_{m2x}X + s_{m2m1}M_1 + f_{m2y1}Y_1 + e_{m2} \]  
\[ Y_2 = i_{y2} + c'y_{2x}X + b_{y2m2}M_2 + b_{y2m1}M_1 + s_{y2y1}Y_1 + e_{y2} \]  
\[ M_3 = i_{m3} + a_{m3x}X + s_{m3m2}M_2 + f_{m3y2}Y_2 + e_{m3} \]  
\[ Y_3 = i_{y3} + c'y_{3x}X + b_{y3m2}M_2 + b_{y3m3}M_3 + s_{y3y2}Y_2 + e_{y3} \]  

Equation 4 represents the effect of the randomized experiment on the time 2 measure of the mediator ($a_{m2x}$), the effect of the pretest measure of the mediator ($M_1$) on the time 2 mediator ($s_{m2m1}$), and the effect of the pretest measure of the outcome ($Y_1$) on the time 2 mediator ($f_{m2y1}$). Equation 5 represents the effect of the randomized experiment in the time 2 measure of the outcome ($c'y_{2x}$), the effect of the time 2 measure of the mediator ($M_2$) on the time 2 measure of the outcome ($b_{y2m2}$) the effect of the pretest measure of the mediator ($M_1$) on the time 2 measure of the outcome ($b_{y2m1}$), the effect of the pretest measure of the outcome ($Y_1$) on the time 2 measure of the outcome ($s_{y2y1}$). Equations 6 – 7 represent the effects from Equations 4 and 5 respectively but from the time 2 measure of the mediator and outcome to time 3 measures of the mediator and outcome. All effects in each equation are adjusted for the other effects in the model and $i_{m2}$, $i_{y2}$, $i_{m3}$, and $i_{y3}$ represent intercepts and $e_{m2}$, $e_{y2}$, $e_{m3}$, and $e_{y3}$ represent residuals. The total effect of $X$ on $Y_2$ ($c'y_{2x}$) is obtained by regressing $Y_2$ on $X$ with no other
predictors in the model and the total effect of $X$ on $Y_3$ ($e_{3x}$) is obtained by regressing $Y_3$ on $X$ with no other predictors in the model.

The macros presented in this paper are focused on estimating two mediated effects in the three-wave longitudinal mediation model using six different statistical models. **Mediated effect 1** is the mediated effect of the randomized experiment ($X$) on the outcome at time 2 ($Y_2$) through its effect on the mediator at time 2 ($M_2$). Mediated effect 1 represents the two-wave mediated effect which is adjusted for individual differences on the time 1 mediator and outcome ($M_1$ and $Y_1$). **Mediated effect 2** is the mediated effect of the randomized experiment ($X$) on the outcome at time 3 ($Y_3$) through its effect on the mediator at time 2 ($M_2$). Mediated effect 2 represents the three-wave *longitudinal* mediated effect because the indirect effect of the $X$ on $Y_3$ occurs through the mediator at a previous time point (i.e., $M_2$). Six statistical models are available to estimate the mediated effects in this design. The models are: Analysis of Covariance (ANCOVA), path analysis, difference scores, residualized change scores, Inverse propensity weighting with and without weight truncation, and sequential G-estimation.

### STATISTICAL MODELS

#### ANCOVA and Path Analysis

Mediated effect 1 ($X$ on $Y_2$ through $M_2$) is estimated as the product $a_{m2x}b_{y2m2}$ from Equations 4 and 5, respectively, and Mediated effect 2 ($X$ on $Y_3$ through $M_2$) is estimated as the product $a_{m2x}b_{y3m2}$ from Equations 4 and 7, respectively (Valente, 2018). Path analysis can estimate the same equations as ANCOVA simultaneously using SAS® PROC CALIS with METHOD=FIML for full-information maximum likelihood. This is the preferred option if there are any missing data (Enders, 2010).

#### Difference Scores

Equations 8-9 represent the difference scores for the mediator and the outcome, respectively, across time 1 and time 2 and Equation 10 represents the difference score for the outcome across time 2 and time 3 (Valente, 2018).

$$
\Delta_{M_{21}} = M_2 - M_1 \tag{8}
$$

$$
\Delta_{Y_{21}} = Y_2 - Y_1 \tag{9}
$$

$$
\Delta_{Y_{32}} = Y_3 - Y_2 \tag{10}
$$

Equations 11-13 represent regression equations using difference scores for the mediator variable and dependent variable, respectively.

$$
\Delta_{M_{21}} = i_{\Delta M_{21}} + a_{\Delta 2}X + e_{\Delta M_{21}} \tag{11}
$$

$$
\Delta_{Y_{21}} = i_{\Delta Y_{21}} + c'_{\Delta 2}X + b_{\Delta 2} \Delta M_{21} + e_{\Delta Y_{21}} \tag{12}
$$

$$
\Delta_{Y_{32}} = i_{\Delta Y_{32}} + c'_{\Delta 3}X + b_{\Delta 3} \Delta M_{21} + e_{\Delta Y_{32}} \tag{13}
$$

Mediated effect 1 is estimated as the product of $a_{\Delta 2}$ coefficient from Equation 11 and $b_{\Delta 2}$ coefficient from Equation 12 ($a_{\Delta 2}b_{\Delta 2}$) which is the effect of $X$ on change in $Y$ from time 1 to time 2 through its effect on change in $M$ from time 1 to time 2. Mediated effect 2 is estimated as the product of $a_{\Delta 2}$ coefficient from Equation 11 and $b_{\Delta 3}$ coefficient from Equation 13 ($a_{\Delta 2}b_{\Delta 3}$) which is the effect of $X$ on change in $Y$ from time 2 to time 3 through its effect on change in $M$ from time 1 to time 2 (Valente, 2018).

#### Residualized Change Scores

Equation 14 represents residualized change scores calculated for the mediator variable, where $R_{M2}$ indicates change in predicted scores on the mediator variable measured at time 2 subtracted from observed scores on the mediator variable measured at time 2. Equation 15 represents residualized change scores calculated for the dependent variable, where $R_{Y2}$ indicates change in predicted scores on
the dependent variable measured at time 2 subtracted from observed scores on the dependent variable at time 2. Equation 16 represents the residualized change score calculated for the dependent variable where \( R_{Y_{y2}} \) represents predicted scores on the dependent variable measured at time 3 subtracted from observed scores on the dependent variable measured at time 3 (Valente, 2018).

\[
R_{M_{21}} = M_2 - E[M_2|M_1]
\]  
Equation 14

\[
R_{Y_{21}} = Y_2 - E[Y_2|Y_1]
\]  
Equation 15

\[
R_{Y_{32}} = Y_3 - E[Y_3|Y_2]
\]  
Equation 16

Equations 17-19 represent regression equations using residualized change scores for the mediator variable and outcome variables.

\[
R_{M_{21}} = i_{R_{M_{21}}} + a_{R_{2}}X + e_{R_{M_{21}}}
\]  
Equation 17

\[
R_{Y_{21}} = i_{R_{Y_{21}}} + c'_{R_{2}}X + b_{R_{2}}R_{M_{21}} + e_{R_{Y_{21}}}
\]  
Equation 18

\[
R_{Y_{32}} = i_{R_{Y_{32}}} + c'_{R_{3}}X + b_{R_{2}}R_{M_{21}} + e_{R_{Y_{32}}}
\]  
Equation 19

Mediated effect 1 is estimated by computing the product of \( a_{R_{2}} \) coefficient from Equation 17 and \( b_{R_{2}} \) coefficient from Equation 18 (\( a_{R_{2}}b_{R_{2}} \)) which is the effect of \( X \) on the change in \( Y \) from time 1 to time 2 not predictable from \( Y_1 \) through its effect on the change in \( M \) from time 1 to time 2 not predictable from \( M_1 \). Mediated effect 2 of \( X \) on \( Y_2 \) through \( M_2 \) for the residualized change score model is estimated by computing the product of \( a_{R_{2}} \) coefficient from Equation 17 and \( D_{R_{2}} \) coefficient from Equation 19 (\( a_{R_{2}}D_{R_{2}} \)) which is the effect of \( X \) on the change in \( Y \) from time 2 to time 3 not predictable from \( Y_2 \) through its effect on the change in \( M \) from time 1 to time 2 not predictable from \( M_1 \) (Valente, 2018).

**Inverse Propensity Weighting**

The potential outcomes framework for causal inference provides nonparametric definitions and assumptions to identify causal effects in randomized experiments and nonrandomized studies (Imbens & Rubin, 2015; Holland, 1986; Rubin, 1974). It is assumed that each unit has a potential value on the outcome and on the mediator for each level of treatment regardless of which treatment group the unit participated in (i.e., potential outcomes). Treatment effects and mediated effects are thus defined as differences between potentially unobservable potential outcomes. This conceptualization of treatment and mediated effects has led to the development of new statistical methods for treatment effect and mediated effect estimation. Inverse propensity weighting (IPW) is a method developed from the potential outcomes framework and is an application of propensity scores (Coffman, 2011; Harder, Stuart, & Anthony, 2010; Hirano, Imbens, & Ridder, 2003; Jo, Stuart, MacKinnon, & Vinokur, 2011; Robins, Hernán, & Brumback, 2000; Stuart, 2010; West et al., 2014). In more recent applications, IPW has been used to account for selection into a given level of treatment over one or more alternatives (Imbens & Rubin, 2015, Chapter 12; Rosenbaum & Rubin, 1983).

When the mediator variable is continuous, it is important to estimate stabilized inverse propensity weights (Robins, et al., 2000; Naimi, Moodie, Auger, & Kaufman, 2014). Stabilized weights are created using two propensity scores, a numerator propensity score and a denominator propensity score in the form \( f(m_2)/f(m_2|m_1,y_1) \) where \( f \) is used to denote the probability (density) of a continuous random variable. The numerator of the weight contains the marginal probability of the mediator, \( f(m_2) \), which is the probability of an individual being at their observed value of the mediator with values further away from the mean of the mediator resulting in a lower probability of occurring. The denominator of the weight contains the conditional probability of an individual being at their observed level of the mediator at time 2, (e.g., \( m_2 \)), conditional on their observed levels of pretest measures (e.g., \( m_1 \) and \( y_1 \)). The conditional probability is a predicted probability of being at an observed value of the mediator with values further away from the predicted value resulting in a lower probability of occurring.

Stabilized weights are important for continuous treatments because they reduce the sampling variability of the IPW estimator relative to unstabilized weights (Robins, 2000; Robins et al., 2000; Naimi et al.,
Extreme weights (i.e., extremely small or extremely large) increase the sampling variability of the IPW estimator (Cole & Hernán, 2008; Hernán & Robins, 2006). The size of the weights are influenced by the distributional form of the treatment (i.e., treatment is continuous; Naimi et al., 2014) and by the strength of the predictors of the continuous treatment. That is, stronger predictors lead to extreme weights more often than weaker predictors (Goetgeluk, Vansteelandt, & Goetzhebeur, 2009; Robins et al., 2000; Vansteelandt, 2009). To remedy extreme stabilized weights, Cole and Hernán (2008) suggested truncation such that extremely large weights (e.g., > 10) are set equal to the 99th, 95th, or 90th percentile of the distribution of weights and extremely small weights (e.g., < 0.01) are set equal to the 1st, 5th, or 10th percentile of the distribution of weights. While truncating stabilized weights reduces the sampling variability of the IPW estimator, doing so increases bias (Cole & Hernán, 2008).

IPW requires two models for each estimated mediated effect. IPW requires a propensity score model and an outcome model for each estimated mediated effect. The propensity score models for Mediated effect 1 (X on Y2 through M2) is described in Equations 20 – 21 which are used to create the weights described in Equation 24. The outcome model for Mediated effect 1 is described in Equation 26 (Valente, 2018; Valente, MacKinnon, & Mazza, 2018). The propensity score models for Mediated effect 2 (X on Y3 through M3) are presented in Equations 22 – 23 which are used to create the weights described in Equation 25. The outcome model for Mediated effect 2 is described in Equation 27 (Valente, 2018).

\[
f(M_2|X) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2\pi\sigma^2}} e^{-\frac{(m_2 - \bar{m}_2)^2}{2\sigma^2}} \tag{20}
\]

\[
f(M_2|X, M_1, Y_1) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2\pi\sigma^2}} e^{-\frac{(m_2 - \bar{m}_2)^2}{2\sigma^2}} \tag{21}
\]

\[
f(M_3|X) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2\pi\sigma^2}} e^{-\frac{(m_3 - \bar{m}_3)^2}{2\sigma^2}} \tag{22}
\]

\[
f(M_3|X, M_2, Y_2) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2\pi\sigma^2}} e^{-\frac{(m_3 - \bar{m}_3)^2}{2\sigma^2}} \tag{23}
\]

Because the mediator at posttest is a continuous variable, the propensity score in the numerator (i.e., \(f(M_2|X)\)) and denominator are drawn from the normal probability density function (i.e., \(\phi\)) (Robins et al., 2000). \(m_2\) and \(\bar{m}_2\) are the observed and predicted values of the mediator at posttest for a given individual, and \(\sigma\) is the residual standard error from the respective equation. \(m_3\) and \(\bar{m}_3\) are the observed and predicted values of the mediator at time 3 for a given individual, and \(\sigma\) is the residual standard error from the respective equation. The weight used for Mediated effect 1 for each individual is the ratio of the two probabilities from Equations 20 and 21 as in Equation 24 and the weight used for Mediated effect 2 for each individual is the ratio of the two probabilities from Equations 22 and 23 as in Equation 25 (Valente, 2018).

\[
w_{m2} = \frac{f(M_2|X)}{f(M_2|X, M_1, Y_1)} \tag{24}
\]

\[
w_{m3} = \frac{f(M_3|X)}{f(M_3|X, M_2, Y_2)} \tag{25}
\]

Mediated effect 1 is estimated as the difference between the total effect of \(X\) on \(Y_2\) (\(c_{x2}\)) and the weighted direct effect from Equation 26 (\(c_{x2}(\text{weighted})\)). Mediated effect 2 is estimated as the product of the effect of \(X\) on \(M_2\) (\(a_{x2}\)) from Equation 4 and the weighted effect of \(M_2\) on \(Y_3\) (\(b_{y2m}(\text{weighted})\)) from Equation 27 (Valente, 2018).

\[
E[Y_2|X, M_2] = c'_{y2x}(\text{weighted})X + b_{y2m}(\text{weighted})M_2 \tag{26}
\]

\[
E[Y_3|X, M_2, M_3] = c'_{y3x}(\text{weighted})X + b_{y3m}(\text{weighted})M_2 + s_{y3y2}(\text{weighted})Y_2 \tag{27}
\]
Sequential G-estimation

G-estimation relies on removing effects of treatment and mediators from the outcome, \( Y \), conditional on covariates and closely resembles regression methods (Vansteelandt, 2009; Vansteelandt & Joffe, 2014). The logic behind G-estimation is that the effect of interest (e.g., direct effect) can be estimated once we remove the effects from the outcome that are not of interest. G-estimation has been applied in to the single mediator model to estimate the direct effect. For example, in the single mediator model, we can think of \( Y \) as being a function of a direct effect of \( X \) on \( Y \) and an indirect effect of \( X \) on \( Y \) through \( M \). If we remove the indirect effect from \( Y \), then the only remaining effect \( X \) could have on \( Y \) is the direct effect. The indirect can then be estimated as the difference between the total effect and the G-estimate of the direct effect (Valente, 2018; Valente et al., 2018).

For Mediated effect 1, the adjusted effect of \( M_2 \) on \( Y_2 \) from Equation 5 is subtracted from the observed values of \( Y_2 \) as in Equation 28. For Mediated effect 2, the adjusted effect of \( M_2 \) on \( Y_3 \) from Equation 7 is subtracted from observed values of \( Y_3 \) as in Equation 29 (Valente, 2018).

\[
Y_{2\text{diff}} = Y_2 - b_{y2m2}M_2 \tag{28}
\]
\[
Y_{3\text{diff}} = Y_3 - b_{y3m2}M_2 \tag{29}
\]

For Mediated effect 1, the residualized outcome \( Y_{2\text{diff}} \) from Equation 28 is regressed on the treatment \( X \) to estimate an adjusted direct effect (Valente et al., 2018). For Mediated effect 2, the residualized outcome \( Y_{3\text{diff}} \) from Equation 29 is regressed on the treatment \( X \) to estimate an adjusted direct effect.

\[
E[Y_{2\text{diff}}|X] = c'_{y2x(\text{adjusted})}X \tag{30}
\]
\[
E[Y_{3\text{diff}}|X] = c'_{y3x(\text{adjusted})}X \tag{31}
\]

Assuming no interactions, Mediated effect 1 is estimated as \( c_{y2x} - c'_{y2x(\text{adjusted})} \) and Mediated effect 2 is estimated as \( c_{y3x} - c'_{y3x(\text{adjusted})} \) (Valente, 2018).

Effect Size

An effect size estimate is computed for each mediated effect for each model by dividing the respective mediated effect by the standard deviation of the outcome (Miočević, O’Rourke, MacKinnon, & Brown, 2017). For ANCOVA, Path analysis, IPW, and sequential G-estimation, the effect size estimate for Mediated effect 1 is (Mediated effect 1/standard deviation of \( Y_2 \)) and the effect size estimate for Mediated effect 2 is (Mediated effect 2/standard deviation of \( Y_3 \)). For the difference score model, the effect size estimate for Mediated effect 1 is (Mediated effect 1/standard deviation of \( \Delta Y_{22} \)) and the effect size estimate for Mediated effect 2 is (Mediated effect 2/standard deviation of \( \Delta Y_{32} \)). For the residualized change score model, the effect size estimate for Mediated effect 1 is (Mediated effect 1/standard deviation of \( R_{Y_{22}} \)) and the effect size estimate for Mediated effect 2 is (Mediated effect 2/standard deviation of \( R_{Y_{32}} \)).

The macros in this paper are extensions of three existing SAS® macros %TWOWAVEMED, %TWOWAVEMONTECARLO, and %TWOWAVEPOSTPOWER for the estimation of mediated effects in a pretest-posttest control group design (Valente & MacKinnon, 2017a; 2017b). The macros presented in this paper are the %THREEWAVEMED and %THREEWAVEMONTECARLO. Models are estimated using SAS® PROC REG, PROC CALIS, PROC GENMOD, and DATA steps when necessary.
CAUSAL LONGITUDINAL MEDIATION MACROS

THE THREEWAVEMED MACRO

```sas
%threewavemed(data=x=,m1=,y1=,m2=,y2=,m3=,y3=,cov1=,cov2=,cov3=,nobs=,boot=true,nboot=1000 ,alpha=.05);
```

To use the threewavemed macro, users enter the name of a SAS dataset of their choice (data = ), specify the name of the randomized experimental variable (x= ) specify the names of the continuous mediating and outcome variables at each of the three waves (m1=,y1=,m2=,y2=,m3=,y3= ) and specify the names of up to three baseline covariates in addition to the wave 1 mediating and outcome variables (cov1=,cov2=,cov3= ). The dataset that is specified by the user is required to be in wide format. That is, each variable at each time point should be a separate column in the dataset. Next, users' specify the number of observations in the dataset (nobs= ) whether they want single sample significance results or percentile bootstrap significance results (boot = ), number of bootstrap samples (nboot = ), and alpha level (alpha = ).

Single sample results refer to normal theory significance test and asymmetric confidence intervals (i.e., PRODCLIN; MacKinnon, Fritz, Williams, & Lockwood, 2007). The preferred single sample method is the asymmetric confidence intervals as they provide a more accurate test of the mediated effect because the product of two regression coefficients is not normally distributed for finite sample sizes and a range of effect sizes (MacKinnon, Lockwood, & Williams, 2004). When single sample results are requested by the user, the program makes use of the PRODCLIN program (MacKinnon et al., 2007) (instructions for download are included with the SAS code for these macros). If single sample tests are requested (i.e., boot=false), users will get estimates of Mediated effect 1 and Mediated effect 2 for each of the four following models: ANCOVA, Path analysis, difference scores, and residualized change scores. The potential outcomes methods, IPW and sequential G-estimation, and confidence intervals for the effect sizes estimates are only available when bootstrap significance tests are specified (i.e., boot=true).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Estimator</th>
<th>Estimate</th>
<th>Effect size</th>
<th>z-value</th>
<th>p-value</th>
<th>Lower Limit</th>
<th>Upper Limit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ANCOVA</td>
<td>0.20200</td>
<td>0.20060</td>
<td>5.325</td>
<td>.0000001</td>
<td>0.13219</td>
<td>0.28087</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Path</td>
<td>0.20200</td>
<td>0.20060</td>
<td>5.350</td>
<td>.0000000</td>
<td>0.13249</td>
<td>0.28048</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diff</td>
<td>0.08629</td>
<td>0.07228</td>
<td>2.671</td>
<td>.0037844</td>
<td>0.02749</td>
<td>0.15545</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Res</td>
<td>0.17790</td>
<td>0.19047</td>
<td>4.985</td>
<td>.0000003</td>
<td>0.11281</td>
<td>0.25308</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Estimator</th>
<th>Estimate</th>
<th>Effect size</th>
<th>z-value</th>
<th>p-value</th>
<th>Lower Limit</th>
<th>Upper Limit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ANCOVA</td>
<td>0.082000</td>
<td>0.074323</td>
<td>2.494</td>
<td>0.00631</td>
<td>0.02049</td>
<td>0.15071</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Path</td>
<td>0.082000</td>
<td>0.074323</td>
<td>2.507</td>
<td>0.00609</td>
<td>0.02080</td>
<td>0.15035</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diff</td>
<td>-0.060007</td>
<td>-0.056024</td>
<td>-2.093</td>
<td>0.98183</td>
<td>-0.12093</td>
<td>-0.00690</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Res</td>
<td>0.054870</td>
<td>0.056917</td>
<td>1.896</td>
<td>0.02899</td>
<td>0.00026</td>
<td>0.11529</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Output 1. Tests of Mediated effect 1 and Mediated effect 2 using distribution of a product confidence limits with estimates of effect size. ANCOVA = Analysis of Covariance, Path = Path analysis, Diff = Difference scores, Res = Residualized change scores.

If users have missing data on the posttest waves of mediating and outcome variables, they have three options. First, users can create a listwise deleted dataset assuming the data is missing completely at random. If users choose to use a listwise deleted dataset, then (nobs = ) would be specified to equal the size of the listwise deleted dataset. Second, users can impute the missing values of the posttest mediating and outcome variables based on pretest measures of the mediating and outcome variables and any other baseline covariates assuming the data are missing at random. If users choose to use an imputed dataset, then (nobs = ) would be specified to equal the size of the imputed dataset. Third, assuming the data are missing at random, users can choose (boot=false) option and report the path analysis results because METHOD=FIML (i.e., full-information maximum likelihood) is specified when using SAS® PROC CALIS (Enders, 2010). The first two options will work with both the single sample procedures and the bootstrap procedures. The third option will only work with the single sample path analysis procedure.

If users specify baseline covariates (cov1 = , cov2 = , cov3 =), it is assumed that the baseline covariates are correlated with each other and the baseline measures of the mediator and the outcome (i.e., M_t and Y_t) and uncorrelated with X. Further, it is assumed the baseline covariates only affect the wave 2 mediator and outcome variables (i.e., M_2 and Y_2) and not the wave 3 mediator and outcome variables (i.e., M_3 and Y_3). Therefore, baseline covariates are only included in the statistical models for relations between time 1 and time 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Estimator</th>
<th>Estimate</th>
<th>Lower Limit</th>
<th>Upper Limit</th>
<th>Effect size</th>
<th>Lower Limit</th>
<th>Upper Limit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ancova</td>
<td>0.20152</td>
<td>0.12351</td>
<td>0.29187</td>
<td>0.20060</td>
<td>0.12318</td>
<td>0.28127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Path</td>
<td>0.20152</td>
<td>0.12351</td>
<td>0.29187</td>
<td>0.20060</td>
<td>0.12318</td>
<td>0.28127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diff</td>
<td>0.08629</td>
<td>0.01219</td>
<td>0.16739</td>
<td>0.07228</td>
<td>0.01002</td>
<td>0.14059</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Res</td>
<td>0.17790</td>
<td>0.10212</td>
<td>0.26190</td>
<td>0.19047</td>
<td>0.10975</td>
<td>0.27555</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPW</td>
<td>-0.07550</td>
<td>-0.39826</td>
<td>0.30210</td>
<td>-0.07515</td>
<td>-0.40471</td>
<td>0.30491</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPW-99</td>
<td>0.11917</td>
<td>-0.27974</td>
<td>0.37992</td>
<td>0.11862</td>
<td>-0.27633</td>
<td>0.37125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPW-95</td>
<td>0.20148</td>
<td>0.07171</td>
<td>0.33867</td>
<td>0.20056</td>
<td>0.07531</td>
<td>0.32651</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPW-90</td>
<td>0.20934</td>
<td>0.11341</td>
<td>0.32197</td>
<td>0.20838</td>
<td>0.11572</td>
<td>0.31715</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seq-g</td>
<td>0.18745</td>
<td>0.10860</td>
<td>0.28351</td>
<td>0.18659</td>
<td>0.10910</td>
<td>0.27222</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Output 2. Tests of Mediated effect 1 and Mediated effect 2 using percentile bootstrapping with estimates and percentile bootstrap confidence intervals for effect size. ANCOVA = Analysis of Covariance, Path = Path analysis, Diff = Difference scores, Res = Residualized change scores, IPW = Inverse Propensity Weighting, IPW-99 = IPW with weights truncated at the 1st and 99th percentiles, IPW-95 = IPW with weights truncated at the 5th and 95th percentiles, IPW-90 = IPW with weights truncated at the 10th and 90th percentiles.
Output 2. Tests of Mediated effect 1 and Mediated effect 2 using percentile bootstrapping with estimates and percentile bootstrap confidence intervals for effect size. ANCOVA = Analysis of Covariance, Path = Path analysis, Diff = Difference scores, Res = Residualized change scores, IPW = Inverse Propensity Weighting, IPW-99 = IPW with weights truncated at the 1st and 99th percentiles, IPW-95 = IPW with weights truncated at the 5th and 95th percentiles, IPW-90 = IPW with weights truncated at the 10th and 90th percentiles. Continued.

THE THREEWAVEMONTECARLO MACRO

To use the threewavemontecarlo macro, users specify which of the six statistical models they want to estimate empirical power for (model = ), estimates of the path estimates and error variances from Figure 2 (by1m1=,am2x=,by2m2=,cy2x=,sm2m1=,sy2y1=,fm2y1=,by2m1=,am3x=,by3m2=,by3m3=,cy3x=,sm3m2=,sy3y2=,fm3y2=,varm1=,vary1=,varm2=,vary2=,varm3=,vary3=,begin=,end=,incr=,nsim=,boot=,nboot=,alpha=);

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Estimator</th>
<th>Estimate</th>
<th>Lower Limit</th>
<th>Upper Limit</th>
<th>Effect size</th>
<th>Lower Limit</th>
<th>Upper Limit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ancova</td>
<td>0.082047</td>
<td>0.02140</td>
<td>0.14878</td>
<td>0.074323</td>
<td>0.01902</td>
<td>0.13457</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Path</td>
<td>0.082047</td>
<td>0.02140</td>
<td>0.14878</td>
<td>0.074323</td>
<td>0.01902</td>
<td>0.13457</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diff</td>
<td>-0.060007</td>
<td>-0.12311</td>
<td>-0.00898</td>
<td>-0.056024</td>
<td>-0.11280</td>
<td>-0.00783</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Res</td>
<td>0.054870</td>
<td>0.00949</td>
<td>0.10932</td>
<td>0.056917</td>
<td>0.00991</td>
<td>0.11668</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPW</td>
<td>0.078026</td>
<td>0.00237</td>
<td>0.16439</td>
<td>0.070681</td>
<td>0.00221</td>
<td>0.14801</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPW-99</td>
<td>0.077975</td>
<td>0.00179</td>
<td>0.16439</td>
<td>0.070635</td>
<td>0.00151</td>
<td>0.14881</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPW-95</td>
<td>0.082341</td>
<td>0.01828</td>
<td>0.15660</td>
<td>0.074590</td>
<td>0.01588</td>
<td>0.14394</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPW-90</td>
<td>0.098766</td>
<td>0.04067</td>
<td>0.17529</td>
<td>0.089469</td>
<td>0.03686</td>
<td>0.15831</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seq-g</td>
<td>0.076319</td>
<td>0.02081</td>
<td>0.14286</td>
<td>0.069134</td>
<td>0.01850</td>
<td>0.13336</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Output 3. Prospective power analysis using normal theory and distribution of a product methods to test Mediated effect 1 and Mediated effect 2. Empirical power plotted by sample size with reference line at 0.80 power.
Output 4. Prospective power analysis using percentile bootstrap confidence intervals to test Mediated effect 1 and Mediated effect 2. Empirical power plotted by sample size with reference line at 0.80 power.

The empirical power plots will appear smoother and continuously increasing as a function of sample size if either the simulation replications or the bootstrap samples are increased. Some researchers recommend using 10,000 simulation replications for Monte Carlo power estimates (Thoemmes, MacKinnon, & Resier 2010).
If users are interested in conducting a post-hoc power analysis, they need to specify the path estimates and error variances from an observed dataset and specify the beginning, end, and increment samples sizes to be equal (e.g., begin=50, end=50, incr=50).

### Distribution of a Product and Normal Theory Empirical Power for Mediated Effect 1
- Sample Size = 500 Simulations = 1000
- ANCOVA Model for $\alpha = .05$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mediated Effect 1</th>
<th>PRODCLIN</th>
<th>Normal Theory</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E.S.</td>
<td>Power</td>
<td>Power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.139</td>
<td>0.892</td>
<td>0.886</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Distribution of a Product and Normal Theory Empirical Power for Mediated Effect 2
- Sample Size = 500 Simulations = 1000
- ANCOVA Model for $\alpha = .05$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mediated Effect 2</th>
<th>PRODCLIN</th>
<th>Normal Theory</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E.S.</td>
<td>Power</td>
<td>Power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.127</td>
<td>0.892</td>
<td>0.885</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Output 5.** Retrospective empirical power analysis using normal theory and distribution of a product confidence intervals for the ANCOVA model estimate of Mediated effect 1 and Mediated effect 2.

### Percentile Bootstrap Empirical Power for Mediated Effect 1
- Sample Size = 500 Simulations = 1000 Bootstrap Samples = 1000
- ANCOVA Model for $\alpha = .05$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mediated Effect 1</th>
<th>Percentile</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E.S.</td>
<td>Bootstrap</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.139</td>
<td>0.897</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Percentile Bootstrap Empirical Power for Mediated Effect 2
- Sample Size = 500 Simulations = 1000 Bootstrap Samples = 1000
- ANCOVA Model for $\alpha = .05$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mediated Effect 2</th>
<th>Percentile</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E.S.</td>
<td>Bootstrap</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.127</td>
<td>0.897</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Output 6.** Retrospective empirical power analysis using percentile bootstrap confidence intervals for the ANCOVA model estimate of Mediated effect 1 and Mediated effect 2.
Output 5 and Output 6 correspond to the retrospective power given the ANCOVA estimate of the mediated effect. Retrospective power is typically used when a significance test fails to reject the null hypothesis and a researcher wants to know what the power was given the sample estimated effect size to find the effect. A drawback of this approach is the assumption that the sample estimate of effect size is treated as the actual population value of the effect size which is likely not true and can lead to the “power approach paradox” (Hoenig & Heisey, 2001).

CONCLUSION

Researchers can use the two macros presented to estimate two mediated effects in a three-wave longitudinal mediation model, conduct sample size planning for new research studies involving the mediated effects in the three-wave mediation model and determine retrospective power for observed mediated effects from previous research studies. These macros provide users with tools for all stages of design and analysis from prospective power analyses (THREEWAVEMONTECARLO), to estimating mediated effects in observed data (THREEWAVEMED), and probing retrospective power if prospective power analyses were not originally conducted (THREEWAVEMONTECARLO). Users can obtain the macro syntax by emailing the first author or visiting the first author’s ResearchGate profile which can be found in the contact information at the end of this paper. The simplest way to use these macros is to copy and paste the macro syntax into an existing SAS® syntax file, run the macro code, and then call the respective macro (e.g., %threewavemed(…)) and specify the user inputs. Overall, these macros will provide users with powerful analytical tools for this popular experimental design while harnessing the reliable and efficient use of SAS® PROCs.
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